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Abstract: This paper reviews the current research status of rolling bearing fault diagnosis technology
for railway vehicles. Several domains are covered, including vibration fault diagnosis, acoustic
signal fault diagnosis, and temperature prediction diagnosis methods on train rolling bearing test
principles and related research. The application scenarios, system diagnosis accuracies, and model
structures of various studies in the literature are also compared and analyzed. Furthermore, the main
technical points to be improved and the analysis of the possible research directions are proposed,
which provide new research ideas for subsequent fault diagnosis methods and system innovation
research and development.
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1. Introduction

Highlights:

• The mainstream methods and combinations for the vibration signal are analyzed.
• The wayside acoustic diagnosis approaches with features are reviewed.
• Temperature forecasting methods with spatial analysis are displayed.
• The future directions and challenges of railway bearings are discussed.

With the development of the railway industry, the railway passenger and freight
volume maintained a continuous growth trend. Based on the speed increase of railway
vehicles and the construction of the transportation networks, various types of trains kept
the high-frequency operation, which has brought increasingly prominent operational
safety issues [1]. As one of the most important components in the train bogie machinery
equipment, the rolling bearings have the function of bearing and transmitting loads, whose
categories mainly include axle box bearings, traction motor bearings, and gearbox bearings.
These types of bearings are operated in a complex environment with a variety of loads
and abrasions, which are also components with an intensely high damage rate in rotating
machinery, and the costs and accuracy requirements are relatively high [2,3]. Therefore, it
is meaningful to investigate the performance of rolling bearings on railway vehicles.

Although the rolling bearing fault detection of railway vehicle traction system can
be classified into the category of fault detection of mechanical system, there are obvious
differences between them, mainly as follows: (a) the traditional mechanical fault diagnosis
systems are normally fixed and aimed at a single fault system, while the railway vehicles
need accurate fault information, and, more importantly, the future trends of major faults
and information should be transmitted to the driver [4,5]. (b) The operating conditions of
the traditional mechanical system are quite stable, while the running state of the bearing
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of the railway vehicles varies greatly with the operating speed and railway line condi-
tions, and the coupling effect between the rail and the vehicles cannot be ignored [6,7].
(c) The traditional mechanical systems present no relative motion tracks, while the tracks
of railway vehicles vary with the locations and time of operation. Therefore, the vibration
and sound signals of the rolling bearing when running at variable speed contain abundant
characteristic information of rail transit vehicles than the operation in constant speed [8,9].
Figure 1 displays the axial and radial load distribution on the axles slew bearing in electric
locomotives.

Figure 1. The axial and radial loads on the axles slew bearing in electric locomotives.

In the situation of variable speed, heavy load, and various complex operation and
climatic conditions, the defects such as wear, corrosion, and cracks, will cause the loss of
rotation accuracy of the bearing, increase the vibration and generate the noise and rotational
resistance, which lead to the failure of the entire wheel-rail mechanical system, and, more
seriously, cause major vehicle safety accidents [10–12]. Under the faulty condition, the
internal vibration and friction of the bearing will raise the generated heat, resulting in a
higher temperature than the temperature fluctuation range of the normal bearing [13,14].
Moreover, the sound signal emitted by the running of the faulty bearings also contains
a wealth of status information. The identification and diagnosis technology of the above
faults can effectively ensure the safe operation of the train transmission system while
improving the reliability and economic benefits of the system, and reducing the accident
rate [15].

For the incipient detection of bearings, condition monitoring and prognosis methods
could effectively monitor failures and predict remaining life to offer accurate evaluation of
mechanical systems [16,17]. When the abnormality can be detected timely and effectively
in the incipient failure stage, a catastrophic accident caused by the failure to the later stage
can be avoided [18,19]. The major types of the incipient faults diagnosis methods can
be divided into data-based and model-based methods [20]. Due to the large amount of
historical data for fault detection, the computing costs of the data-based methods cannot
be ignored. On the contrary, the model-based methods also present excellent performance
by the geometrical systematical descriptions. Based on different systems and signals, the
open-loop and closed-loop methods should be analyzed and compared to choose the
appropriate approaches [20]. The features of nonlinearity and non-stationary variations
in the data will be arduous for diagnosis that the incipient fault diagnosis approaches
for nonlinear non-Gaussian closed-loop systems under noisy environment are still worth
further investigation [21]. In the fault diagnosis application of railway vehicles, the physical
modeling is complicated due to the different influences of complex climatic and environ-
mental factors around various railway lines on vehicles [22,23]. In addition, with the large
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amount of data generated by the long-term operation of the trains, it is intensely convenient
to use the algorithm combination to analyze the train bearing status based on the data,
and the evaluation standards for vehicles operation on different lines can also be relatively
consistent [24].

The research experience has proved that fault diagnosis can extend the operating
life of the equipment and reduce the cost of regular maintenance before the secondary
damage or major damage to the equipment [25,26]. The different types of faults could
reflect the different aspects of the faulty components [27–29]. The review mainly introduces
various related tests and algorithms from the aspects of vibration, acoustic signal fault
diagnosis, and temperature prediction diagnosis, which are widely utilized in rolling
bearing research and the application of railway vehicles. The evaluation and comparison to
the characteristics of various diagnosis methods are also given. Ultimately, combined with
the application status, the future development directions and challenges of the bearing
fault diagnosis methods are summarized.

2. Fault Diagnosis of the Vibration Signals on Train Bearings
2.1. The Vibration Signals of Railway Vehicle Bearings

With the continuous increase of the running speed, the complicated structure, and
the changing driving status of railway vehicles, the fault diagnosis methods of vibration
systems present obvious differences to the general mechanical vibration fault detection
methods [30]. The traditional mechanical vibration fault diagnosis system is aiming at a
single fault system with quite stable operating conditions, while railway vehicles should
predict feasible failures and feedback information to the drivers with the rail line con-
ditions [31]. Based on the above analysis of the particularity of the vibration of railway
vehicles, it can be seen that the rolling bearings of railway vehicles possess nonlinear
and nonstationary specialties, which require suitable approaches to support the investiga-
tion [32,33].

The vibration signals research is a common method in the fault diagnosis of train
bearings. A large amount of signal data is collected through sensors and analyzed to
obtain corresponding systematic fault information [34]. The process mainly includes the
collection of fault information, the analysis of nonlinear and nonstationary information,
and status recognition [35,36]. The failure information of train components can be obtained
by measuring or building a vibration test bench, as shown in Figure 2. The damage to the
surface of the bearing components can cause shock pulse force, in which the information is
generally weak in energy [37]. The vibration signal collected under the operation status
usually contains other interference signals, so that the target fault signals can be easily
submerged inside [38]. As a consequence, the methods to explore the extraction of fault
feature information and status recognition are of great significance to the fault diagnosis of
the train bearings [39].

In response to the above-mentioned research requirements, the researchers recently
applied various fault identification methods for the collected nonlinear and nonstationary
bearing vibration signals and established corresponding fault diagnosis models for analysis
based on actual on-board bearings. Žvokelj et al. proposed the multiscale kernel principal
component analysis (MSKPCA) to process the vibration signals, which is more suitable
for acquiring complex multiscale non-linear information with different time-frequency
features [40]. In another research, the multivariate independent component analysis (ICA)
was also used to deal with complex large-scale and widely dynamic signals in slewing
bearing systems, providing the effectiveness in changeable operating and background
conditions [41]. Shao et al. designed a tracking depth wavelet autoencoder (TDWAE)
method, in which the Gaussian wavelet function was used as the activation function to
integrate multiple wavelet autoencoder and an adaptive tracking learning algorithm could
further improve the diagnostic performance [42]. Compared with the traditional methods,
the hybrid model could reach an accuracy of over 98%. Zhao et al. employed improved
a harmonic product spectrum (IHPS) to explore and test multiple modulation sources
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submerged in the vibration signals, which could extract fault-related pulse characteristics,
eliminate the impact caused by non-faulty modulation, and accurately determine the best
resonance band where the fault pulse is most pronounced [43]. Cheng et al. utilized an
improved minimum entropy deconvolution method to optimize the performance of the
filter to enhance the pulse component of the fault signal in the train rolling bearings [44].
Caesarendra et al. proposed a study on the time-series feature prediction based on the
fuzzy inference system (PANFIS), which was regarded as a data-driven methods [45]. The
prediction performance has been proved by experiments with benchmark algorithms. Yang
et al. established a multi-objective optimized wavelet filter to adaptively extract the fault
characteristics of locomotive wheel-set bearings [46]. The model performed multi-objective
optimization of wavelet parameters and designed a multi-objective fitness function. The
Kurtosis can effectively find transient components and their positions in the frequency
domain from species containing strong noise signals, thereby accurately identifying the
fault characteristics of rolling bearings and effectively diagnosing faults [47]. Liu et al.
applied the adaptive correlated kurtogram (ACK) to handle the analysis of wheel-bearings,
which would conclude the resonant frequency bands and keep the special periodic impulses
by correlated kurtosis to improve the effectiveness of feature information from identifying
frequency [48]. Since the vibration response signal of the bearing has significant non-
stationarity, it can be regarded as a cyclostationary signal. Based on the theoretical survey
on cyclostationary signal, Feng and Chu studied the method of bearing fault diagnosis by
cyclostationary analysis, and the validity of the method was verified by experiments [49].

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the test bench.

The rapid development of artificial intelligence (AI) in recent years has brought new
research algorithms and practical application tools to fault diagnosis technology [50,51].
Combining the characteristics of traffic machinery big data and the advantages of arti-
ficial intelligence learning, many researchers applied artificial intelligence classification
algorithms for fault analysis and diagnosis that the nonlinear and nonstationary vibration
signals could be deeply analyzed and the deep changing trend of the raw datasets could be
better presented. For predictive maintenance in engineering applications, the users will
construct the corresponding fault diagnosis model by the actual research object, and then
modify the model through the vibration classification. The commonly used algorithms in
train bearing fault diagnosis models are data decomposition, feature extraction, optimiza-
tion integration algorithms, etc. The rest of this section will mainly analyze and discuss the
application of these algorithms.
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2.2. Application of Data Decomposition Algorithms

At present, to raise the diagnosis accuracy of the non-stationary and non-linear train
bearing vibration signals, the data decomposition algorithms are commonly used for pre-
processing, then the obtained feature vector sets will be decomposed into training and test
sample sets, and the classification algorithms are employed for identification [52]. Normal
data decomposition methods in the fault diagnosis of train rolling bearings are wavelet
transform (WT), wavelet packet decomposition (WPD), empirical mode decomposition
(EMD), ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD), variational mode decomposition
(VMD), empirical wavelet transform (EWT), etc. [53–58]. In comparison with wavelet
decomposition, wavelet packet decomposition can resolve the low-frequency part of the
signal and the high-frequency part as the secondary decomposition, so they have relatively
stronger signal analysis capabilities [59]. Zhuo et al. chose wavelet packets to denoise and
extract signal features, and the results were considered as sample inputs. The backpropaga-
tion neural network (BPNN) was applied as the classifier, in which feedforward multilayer
network structure was employed to transmit information forward and to feedback the
network error for the diagnosis result [60,61]. Wang et al. applied WPD to decompose the
vibration signal of the axle box bearing into multiple frequency bands [62]. The frequency
band will be extracted with the largest energy factor and reconstructed as a time-domain
signal. The complexity of the reconstructed signal was regarded as the feature vector and
input to the support vector machine model for identification, which was firstly proposed
by Vapnik [63].

EMD is based on the adaptive decomposition of the signals, which decomposes the
signals into the sum of the basic mode components (IMF) [64]. EMD could effectively
decompose the nonlinear and non-stationary signals of rail vehicles, and perform feature
extraction [65]. Li et al. developed a fault feature extraction method combining wavelet
denoising and EMD for the vibration signal of axle gearbox bearings [66]. The denoised vi-
bration signals were firstly decomposed by using the EMD algorithm, and then the obtained
basic mode components were selected by the correlation coefficient method to eliminate
the error information. Finally, the BPNN was used for fault identification, and the accuracy
rate was over 90%, whereas EMD also has the problem of modal aliasing, and the extraction
of fault feature vectors is not sufficiently thorough. EEMD adds the white noise signal
to the original signal and then decomposes it. The noise will be neutralized interactively,
and the final result can be achieved based on retaining more information [67,68]. Li et al.
presented the EEMD to replace EMD and combine the SVM as the hybrid framework [69].
The sub-sequence weights were assigned through the correlation coefficients between the
multi-sensor vibration signals and the trained SVM was utilized as a classifier for bearing
fault diagnosis. The specific model calculation steps are described in Figure 3. Figure 4
shows the typical waveforms in the time domain of original signals and decomposed IMF
components by the EEMD decomposing algorithm. The decomposed IMFs could be later
applied as the input for the classifier in the hybrid structure.
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Figure 3. Main steps of the proposed method in [69].

Figure 4. (a) the original fault signals and (b) the first 8 IMF components after EEMD.
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Unlike EMD-based methods, VMD can solve the problems of end effects and modal
component aliasing, reduce the non-stationarity of complex original data, and outcome
relatively stable sub-sequences with different frequency scales [70]. Huang et al. applied the
scale-space representation and binary clustering and Jiang et al. used the IMF evaluation
index (SIEI) based on the conjoint analysis of relatedness and kurtosis to improve VMD,
both of which demonstrated that the results were better than traditional EMD, EEMD, and
VMD [71,72]. The EWT method combines the classic wavelet with the EMD decomposition,
which is quite suitable to process the non-stationary vibration signals [73]. Cao et al.
proposed EWT for vibration signal analysis and fault diagnosis of wheel bearings, the
results fully verified the effectiveness of EWT under different failure conditions [74]. Deng
and Liu created a new self-adaptive frequency window EWT method to extract weak fault
information for wheelset bearing with strong background noise [75]. The proposed model
can not only suppress the complex background noise interference, but also enhance the
capacity to extract weak fault features.

The application of the decomposition methods could greatly reduce the non-stationary
of the bearing vibration series and improve the classification accuracy of the hybrid models.
The bearing vibration series have a large number of fluctuations by the high and low-
frequency data, which makes it arduous to learn the features completely. The experiment
results prove the effectiveness of the decomposition algorithm on improving the nonlin-
earity and volatility and selecting the subseries with abundant information in the hybrid
modeling.

2.3. Application of Feature Extraction and Machine Learning Methods

The datasets in the train bearings are normally collected from on-board sensors or
through simulating the operation speed of the train that the bearings could be set under
the normal rotation speed. These datasets usually contain abundant rich bearing vibration
information, but there are also requirements for deep information extraction and noise
reduction to improve the accuracy of incipient fault classification and identification [76,77].
The machine learning algorithms are popular in data classification with feature extraction
methods that these types of techniques could extract meaningful features from collected
data. Saki et al. used the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for time-frequency conversion
and trained the least square support vector machine (LSSVM) for the fault identification [78].
The cyclic correntropy spectrum (CCES) can process the train bearing fault signals in
impulsive noise background [79]. Li et al. constructed a hybrid diagnosis model with the
vibration signals from axle box bearing based on symmetric alpha-stable (SαS) distribution
feature extraction and least squares support vector machines (LS-SVM) [80]. The fast
nonlocal means (FNLM) was also applied for denoising. The structure diagram of the fault
diagnosis algorithm is displayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Main steps of the proposed method in [80].

Deep learning algorithms are generally based on deep neural network structures of
learning and training data. The traditional method solves the problem by adding more
neurons, and the purpose of deep learning is to extract more features by using more hidden
layers and a large amount of training data for modeling [81,82]. The commonly applied
deep learning algorithms in rolling bearing vibration signal analysis include convolutional
neural network (CNN) and deep belief network (DBN) [83,84]. The CNN model integrates
feature extractors and features classifiers in its structure, in which both functions can be
realized. The basic structure of CNN is displayed in Figure 6. Yang et al. developed a
feature-based transfer neural network (FTNN), which used laboratory data and equipment
diagnostic training to identify the health status of bearings during locomotive operation [85].
CNN was employed to extract the transferable features of the original vibration data (data
collected by the motor bearings in the laboratory and the bearings of the locomotive
gearbox). Li et al. also constructed the hybrid feature extraction by the CNN and the fully-
connected layer [86]. Peng et al. proposed a deeper 1D convolutional neural network (Der-
1DCNN), in which the CNN was set as the classifier [87]. The model contained the structure
of residual learning, which extracted deep features to alleviate the problems of training
difficulty and performance degradation of the network. The accuracy of the model was close
to 100%. Shao et al. adopted a convolutional deep confidence network (CDBN) method for
fault diagnosis of electric locomotive bearings [88]. Zhao et al. designed a bearing fault
diagnosis algorithm based on VMD, Hilbert Transform (HT), and DBN [89]. The time-
domain signals were decomposed by VMD for a series of intrinsic mode functions IMF,
and the Hilbert envelope spectrum was obtained through HT to construct the characteristic
matrix, which was set as the input of the DBN network to obtain the fault diagnosis model.
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Figure 6. The basic structure of the CNN algorithm.

The extracted features with the vibration data collection conditions are presented
in Table 1. The hybrid combination of the feature extraction and deep learning classifier
can also efficiently analyze the data features of each subseries and improve the modeling
accuracy, which enables them to select the optimal feature of each subseries by the fluctua-
tion characteristics and obtain the best results. Moreover, deep neural networks possess
multiple hidden layers, which raise the ability to identify the deep wave information of
bearing series.

Table 1. Partial extracted features in the research.

Reference Extracted Features Sampling
Frequency RPM Window

Length

[78,79,90] Frequency domain 25.6 kHz - 200
[80] Correntropy 12.8 kHz - -
[85] Transferable features 12.8 kHz 1200 r/min -
[86] Transferable features 5 kHz 1590 r/min -
[87] Low/High-level fault features - - 200
[88] Time domain, high-layer features 12.8 kHz - 200
[90] Time and frequency domain 12 kHz 1730 r/min -
[80] Symmetric alpha-stable (SαS) 25.6 kHz 230 r/min -

2.4. Application of Optimization and Ensemble Algorithms

Based on the effectiveness of the simple diagnosis model and data processing method,
the train bearing fault diagnosis model could be optimized in terms of structure to further
improve its performance. The basic structure of the optimization algorithm and ensemble
algorithm currently applied is shown in Figure 7. Li et al. proposed an enhanced selective
integration deep learning method based on the long-horned beetle search algorithm (BAS)
using locomotive bearing data, which constructed an enhanced weighted combination
strategy with specific category thresholds to achieve selective integration, and employed
the BAS algorithm to optimize specific category threshold [91]. Cheng et al. applied
the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) to optimize the filter coefficients of the
deconvolution problem for fault diagnosis of high-speed rail rolling bearings [92]. The
filter coefficient of the deconvolution problem was solved by the PSO algorithm, which
was derived from a simulation of a simplified social model by Kennedy and Eberhart [93].
Experimental simulation results verified that the PSO-based method had positive deconvo-
lution performance and robustness. In addition, the modification of the model structure of
train bearing diagnosis has also been reflected in recent papers. The common modeling
enhancement iterative algorithm is an adaptive enhancement (AdaBoosting). The principle
of Boosting is to transform multiple weak classifiers into strong classifiers by constructing
a set of ensemble algorithms [94]. After each iteration, a new learner will be generated
and the samples will be recognized. Cai et al. proposed an EMD-GNN-AdaBoost model
combining EMD with a genetic algorithm (GA) for fault diagnosis of bearing vibration [94].
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To test the effectiveness of the GA-BPNN-AdaBoost model, the experimental results of
EMD-GNN-AdaBoost and GA-BPNN were also verified, in which the former had signif-
icantly higher efficiency and accuracy in diagnosis. The experiments of Han et al. also
tested the advanced performance of an improved AdaBoost algorithm that outperformed
other benchmark models like BPNN and SVM in the reliability and practicability [95].

Figure 7. Basic structures of optimization algorithms and ensemble algorithms.

At present, the algorithm compositions in various fault diagnosis models are growing
complicated. Partial models and accuracy of fault diagnosis models are listed in Table 2.
In addition to the above algorithms listed in the article, other existing deep learning and
optimization algorithms are also tested in subsequent research, such as gated recurrent
unit, reinforcement learning, etc. [96–98]. The ensemble learning methods have stronger
adaptability than the single models. The excellent optimization decisions for the weight of
the ensemble approaches are based on the current features of the bearing vibration time se-
ries with different amplitudes and fluctuations, which can fully integrate the advantages of
the single algorithms and optimize the performance from different aspects. The integration
of the deep networks with decomposition and feature extraction methods and strengthen
the adaptability of the models. Correspondingly, with the growing complexity of the model
structure, the balance between the operational efficiency and diagnosis accuracy demand
further increase.

Table 2. Partial models and accuracy of fault diagnosis for the rolling bearing of railway vehicles.

Reference Fault Diagnosis Model Classification Accuracy Rate/%

[42] TDWAE Over 98%
[62] WPD-MG-SVM 93.75%
[85] FTNN 74.81%
[87] Der-1DCNN close to 100%
[89] VMD-HT-DBN 98.07%
[94] EMD-GA-BPNN-AdaBoost 88.75–95%

3. Fault Diagnosis of Wayside Acoustic Features on Train Bearings

The noise formation of rolling bearings is a continuous process. Due to the continuous
rotation and rolling of the rolling elements, the structure of the components is deformed
by the interaction with other components. So that periodic vibration is generated, which,
in turn, causes the vibration of the air to produce waveforms [99]. As long as the bearing
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vibrates and reaches a certain frequency, the noise will be generated [100]. The rolling
bearing inspection of trains is mainly divided into static monitoring and dynamic moni-
toring [101]. Static monitoring needs to be carried out when the train is stopped. It would
take up the scheduling time of the train, while the detection speed is slow and the labor
intensity of the maintenance workers is exceedingly high [101]. The dynamic monitoring,
however, can complete the state monitoring of the bearing during the running of the train
and provide real-time feedback of the bearing status to realize online monitoring [102].
The monitoring methods realize a high degree of automation. Therefore, the dynamic
monitoring technology of train bearings has become the current popular research direction.

Depending on the install position of monitoring equipment, the dynamic monitoring
systems can be divided into an on-board monitoring system and trackside monitoring
system. For the vehicle monitoring system, the advantage could be that the collected
signal is closer to the actual signal source and is less affected by the environment [103].
However, its disadvantages are also obvious that various monitoring systems for all crucial
train equipment directly lead to the high cost of the on-board monitoring system and also
increase the complexity of the system [15].

The acoustic wayside identification system was proposed by the Association of Ameri-
can Railroads (AAR), which was later developed widely in railway research [104]. Different
from the on-board monitoring system, the wayside monitoring systems are favored by
scholars owing to the low costs, a wide range of monitoring objects, and low mainte-
nance costs [105]. The fault diagnosis technology of train wayside acoustics is mainly to
install non-contact sensors (such as microphone arrays, etc.) on the trackside to collect
bearing-related signals when the train passes through the experimental area [106]. Due
to the complexity of the collection environment, strong interference, and steep distortion
of the sound signal, this type of method should further reduce the error and improve
the accuracy of signal feature extraction based on the static experimental methods [107].
Amini et al. proposed time spectral kurtosis (TSK) to reduce the background noises and
identify the axle-bearing defects [108]. To effectively extract the trackside-bearing acoustic
signal, Zhang et al. used an improved singular value decomposition (ISVD) and resonance-
based signal sparse decomposition (RSSD) to form the hybrid ISVD-RSSD [109]. The ISVD
method could be utilized to eliminate the background noise in the roadside acoustic signal,
and the RSSD method is suitable for the decomposition of the denoised signal and the
elimination of harmonic components. Christos et al. applied a complex shifted morlet
wavelets (CSMW) method to handle the acoustic Doppler signals [110]. Other Doppler
effect reduction methods include the models that combine multi-scale chirplet path tracing
(MSCPP) and variable digital filter (VDF), and motion parameter estimation methods to
avoid the Doppler effect and obtain a residual signal without harmonic interference, which
contain the enhanced spline-kernelled chirplet transform (ESCT) model to extract the main
harmonic components and the corresponding instantaneous frequency (IF) [111,112]. An-
other Doppler correction method is the hybrid structure of a short-time multiple signal
classification (MUSIC) and angle interpolation resampling (AIR) in the microphone array
signals [113]. The structure is quite simple and barely needs initial knowledge, and the
results also prove the applicable potential to remove the Doppler distortion. As further
exploration for spatial filtering effect to a trackside bearing acoustic signal, Zhang et al. de-
signed a time-varying spatial filtering rearrangement (TSFR) model [114]. The time-varying
spatial filters were used to extract signals from different sources. The Doppler distortion
was corrected by interpolation and rearrangement. The reconstruction of the separated
signal and the envelope spectrum analysis of the corrected signal were lately conducted.
The applied acoustic features are presented in the Table 3.

For the fault signal from serious background noises, Peng et al. utilized the kurtosis-
optimization-based wavelet packet (KWP) and finished a comparative experiment with
existing algorithms EMD and high-frequency resonance technique (HFR), which fully
proved the effectiveness of the algorithm [115]. Dybała and Radkowski employed similar
experiments to directly measure the railway vehicles, which was based on the Hilbert
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transform and the method of analytical description [116]. Zhang et al. proposed a Doppler
feature matching search algorithm (DFMS) based on the fusion time-frequency distribution
(TFD) of a raw signal to solve the Doppler distortion problem [117]. Kilinc and Vagner
combined the support vector machine (SVM) and fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA)
for the defect classification [118]. The test results have verified the availability of the model
in multi-source acoustic diagnosis for defective train bearings. The schematic diagram of
the above tests is described in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the wayside acoustic detection system.

Table 3. Partial applied acoustic features in the research.

Reference Applied Features Corresponding
Techniques Authors

[108] Time and frequency domain TSK Amini et al.

[109] Time domain waveform,
Envelope spectrum ISVD-RSSD Zhang et al.

[110] Frequency domain, acoustic
Doppler signal CSMW Christos et al.

[111] Time domain waveform,
Envelope spectrum MSCPP Zhang et al.

[114] Time domain waveform,
Envelope spectrum, TFD TSFR Zhang et al.

[116] Frequential domain features Hilbert transform,
analytical description

Dybała and
Radkowski

[118] Time-domain features (TDF) FLDA/SVM Kilinc and Vagner

Shen et al. proposed a new Doppler transient model combining Laplacian wavelet
and spectral correlation evaluation, which was for the diagnosis of locomotive bearing
faults [119]. The main function was to extract transient pulse components, match actual
bearing fault pulses, and construct the model structure. The first step of similar experiments
was to use the static bearing test platform to collect the relevant sound signals of the
faulty bearing when the load vehicle is running. Then the obtained data were set as a
sound file with a full-range speaker, playing it on the car as the sound source of the train
bearing [120,121]. Through a uniform linear motion, the microphone arrays are fixed on
the roadside collects the sound signal, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The Doppler signal acquisition experiment.

Innovative methods integrating microphone arrays and matching tracking algorithms
also help to achieve similar results [122]. Liu et al. combined traditional time-domain
interpolation with kinematic parameter estimation and proposed an iterative algorithm
based on least-squares theory [123]. They indicated that the interval between the mi-
crophone array and the middle of the track should be maintained steady to reduce the
amount of calculation of additional parameters. The increase in train speed would also
cause distortion and more interference of the sound signal, thereby raising the difficulty of
feature extraction. In addition, the application areas of bearing fault diagnosis based on the
trackside acoustic principle should be limited, which requires fixed-point execution and
improved system robustness.

The performance of the Doppler Effect reduction approaches is greatly dependent on
the accuracy of instantaneous frequencies (IFs) extraction results. The authentic railway
background noise in the collected signal also should not be ignored to estimate IFs, and the
relationships among fault degree, speed, and load should be further assessed. Improved ex-
traction and de-noising methods could be a direction of future research. The above wayside
acoustic fault diagnosis methods can be extended to the application of other railway vehicle
components, such as wheels and axles [124,125]. In addition, multi-category detection and
diagnosis methods are integrated and further applied. Various train rolling bearing diagno-
sis technologies have different advantages and limitations. The simultaneous measurement
results from the onboard and roadside monitoring systems are integrated into one platform,
and the measurement data results can be also correlated with the bearing health status,
which might contribute to effective vehicle health assessment for vehicle operation and
maintenance [126,127].

4. Fault Diagnosis of Temperature Features on Train Bearings

The temperature change of the train bearing system comes from the friction of the
bearing and the heat dissipation capacity of the system [128]. The abnormal heat transfer in
the friction between the bearing parts may cause the bearing overheat, which will present a
negative impact on the reliability and service duration of the train system [129]. Researchers
mainly choose the onboard contacting bearing temperature monitoring system to reflect
the axle bearing temperature information of the changing trend, and realize the prediction
and evaluation of the train status.

Liu et al. proposed a multilayer long short-term memory–isolation forest model
(MLSTM-iForest) [130]. The time-series data of bearing temperature was applied as the
input of MLSTM in the axle box bearing temperature forecasting. Then they calculated
the deviation index of the obtained temperature data and input the results into the iForest
algorithm for unsupervised classification to determine whether the bearing is faulty. The
experimental results of the high-speed EMU dataset tested the effectiveness of the model in
the early warning of the axle box bearing with the best performance (accuracy 98.4%) in
comparison to other machine learning algorithms. To solve the train health detection based
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on bearing temperature, Sun and Zhang proposed a hybrid model of bearing temperature
prediction integrating improved hierarchical Dirichlet model (HDP) and hidden Markov
model (HMM) [131]. The non-parametric properties of the HDP process were employed to
infer the number of hidden states and compensate for the defects of HMM. Meanwhile,
to handle the nonlinear characteristics of the bearing performance degradation process,
the greedy kernel principal component analysis (GKPCA) extracted the characteristics of
bearing degradation. Cheng et al. presented a local outlier factor (LOF) detection algorithm
based on the bearing temperature obtained by the non-contact measurement of the wireless
transmission system, including a variety of factors related to bearing failure [132]. The
test results verified the availability of the method in the situation and forecasted all seven
quintessential temperature-related abnormal behaviors on the train axle box bearings.
Márquez et al. proposed condition-based maintenance (CBM) solution, which applies the
predictive analysis to design a CBM plan for train axle bearings to increase the preventive
maintenance interval and reliability [133]. In the experiment, the artificial neural network
(ANN) prediction model and the temperature data set training model of different bearing
positions were selected.

In similar real-time bearing temperature trend prediction research, the long-term
short-term memory network (LSTM), which was proposed in 1997, is often employed as a
predictor to predict and compare EMU bearing temperature changes and identify failure
modes [134–136]. Chen et al. combined multi-objective learning (MTL) with LSTM to
analyze the bearing temperature features at different positions under the same conditions,
thereby describing the time and space correlation between the traction motor bearings of
the electric multiple unit (EMU) and various sensors at different positions to reduce the
data loss, noise, and overfitting [137]. Gu and Huang established the bearing temperature
prediction model MTL-LSTM based on a statistical analysis of the Wuhan–Guangzhou high-
speed train operating status, line characteristics, and environmental data in a year [138].
The train operation status data was classified within the train, and the difference between
the forecasting value and the actual value from the MTL-LSTM model was tested to
diagnose the abnormal bearing temperature. Wang et al. further proposed a spatio-
temporal correlation Seq2seq model based on spatial correlation [139]. The structure is
composed of an encoder with a spatial attention mechanism and a decoder with temporal
attention. In the encoder, spatial attention can acquire the dynamic inter-sensor correlation
presented in the sensor data by dealing with the former hidden status of the encoder
and the preset value of the sensor. The temporal attention algorithm can adaptively
choose appropriate compensation for time series prediction, and the prediction accuracy
is increased by 29.28% in comparison with single LSTM. The sensor distribution and
time–space correlation on the bogie wheels are described in Figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10. The temporal and spatial correlation in sensor data of axle bearing temperature.
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Figure 11. The distribution position of bearing sensors on the bogie.

The abovementioned models can be applied by forecasting bearing temperature results.
Partial temperature forecasting models are listed in Table 4. With the multi-objective and
spatial algorithm analysis, it can be found that the hybrid models can often obtain higher
accuracy than the single models. Furthermore, the speed of the vehicles, the duration of the
vehicle’s continuous operation, and the ambient temperature all can affect the temperature
rise of the train bearings. Moreover, the running speed of the train has a certain hysteresis
relative to the temperature rise of the bearing, and the bearing in different operation
stages has different temperature change trends. Therefore, in the process of spatiotemporal
correlation analysis, it is indispensable to fully consider various influencing factors to
reduce the false alarm rate of abnormal monitoring and improve prediction accuracy.

Table 4. Partial temperature forecasting models in the research.

Reference Corresponding
Techniques Evaluation Index Prediction accuracy

(%/◦C)

[130] MLSTM-iForest RMSE(root mean
square error) RMSE 1.57

[133] ANN RMSE, Correlation
coefficient (CC)

RMSE 3.089, CC 0.982
(Bearing T4)

[136] LSTM RMSE, CC RMSE 1.3933, CC 0.9909
(Position 1 K = 15)

[138] MTL-LSTM MSE (mean square
error), MAE, R2_score

MSE 0.000731, MAE
0.012677, R2_score 0.951049

[139] Seq2seq RMSE, MAE RMSE 8.72, MAE 5.8

5. Discussion

To sum up the analysis, the main directions in the research of the train bearing fault
diagnosis are vibration fault diagnosis, trackside acoustic fault diagnosis, and temperature
prediction. The characteristics are listed in Table 5.

The trend of the methods applied in railway bearings is obvious and decomposition
is the commonly used method among data processing. From the comparative analysis of
the above sections, it could also indicate that feature extraction, ensemble learning, and
spatiotemporal models also contribute to the modeling accuracy. The data in the vibration
fault diagnosis is mainly obtained from a fixed vibration test bench. The measurement
accuracy is high, but the test location and operation requirements are also high. Through
literature analysis, it can be found that the vibration fault diagnosis model has made
many application achievements in recent years, especially the diagnosis and classification
methods such as recognition algorithms, data decomposition, deep learning, and optimized
integration algorithms. These algorithms improved the accuracy of the diagnosis system
and also brought an increase in the complexity of the algorithm structure, which has an
impact on the computational efficiency.
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Table 5. Comparative performance of different fault diagnosis techniques.

Fault Diagnosis
Category Model Framework Methods Test Device Measuring

Location
Diagnostic
Accuracy Simulation Test External

Interference Space Analysis Reference

Vibration Decomposition + classifier EEMD + SVM complex fixed high No medium No [69]

Vibration Decomposition + feature
extraction + classifier

EEMD-FNLM + SαS +
LSSVM complex fixed high No medium No [80]

Vibration Decomposition + classifier +
ensemble learning

EMD + GNN +
AdaBosst complex fixed high No medium No [95]

Acoustic De-noising + Decomposition
+ Demodulation ISVD + RSSD + HT simple fixed medium Yes high No [109]

Acoustic De-noising + Decomposition
+ Demodulation KWP + EMD + HT simple fixed medium Yes high No [115]

Temperature Predictor LSTM medium Not fixed high No medium Yes [136]

Temperature Attention-based Predictor MTL + LSTM medium Not fixed high No medium Yes [138]

Temperature Spatio-temporal-attention
Predictor Seq2seq medium Not fixed high No medium Yes [139]
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In comparison with vibration diagnosis, wayside acoustic fault diagnosis has the
advantage of non-contact measurement. The experimental devices are arranged more
conveniently, but it is also carried out at fixed measuring locations, and the setting of the
trackside experiment area is limited. Furthermore, the effect of using the vehicle simulation
dynamic test and the elimination of environmental interference needs further verification.
The temperature diagnosis and prediction technology directly analyze the data obtained
by real-time monitoring through the onboard temperature sensors. At the same time, the
methods reduce the costs of test equipment and maintenance and realize the prediction
of the bearing temperature change trend in the long-distance operation. Conversely, the
false alarm of system temperature in real-time detection is unavoidable, which often affects
the accuracy of diagnosis. In addition, the latest research shows that the spatial correlation
between the temperature changes of bearings at multiple positions on the train bogie can’t
be ignored. Based on time series prediction, it is feasible to increase the diagnosis of the
train space temperature for improvement in train health monitoring.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper mainly reviewed the related application scenarios, comprehensive per-
formance, and development potential of vibration fault diagnosis, wayside acoustic fault
diagnosis, and temperature prediction of train rolling bearings. Vibration fault diagnosis
methods are currently used quite frequently, while the corresponding model structure is
complex, and the spatiotemporal correlation analysis brought by multi-bearing measure-
ment in temperature prediction has great potential for further research. Furthermore, it
is also indispensable to enhance the anti-interference ability in the data measurement for
acoustic fault diagnosis. For the application of the new algorithm, the consideration of the
balance between its operation efficiency and diagnosis accuracy should not be ignored.
In the future, train rolling bearing diagnosis technology will also integrate a variety of
sensor data and systems, especially under the increased capacity and complex operating
conditions. Further screening and extracting for effective information from the perspective
of data application is necessary, which contributes to reliable railway vehicle maintenance
and comprehensive decision-making.

From the operation principle, technical characteristics, and application scope of main-
stream types of the train bearing fault diagnosis conducted in recent years, it can be
concluded that the future trends of various rolling bearing fault diagnosis technologies as
the following points:

(1) Fault diagnosis algorithm and integrated application. To fulfill the various data
processing requirements of the trains, other existing algorithms can also be gradually
adopted, such as gated recurrent units, reinforcement learning, graph neural networks,
etc. [96,97]. The integration of train rolling bearing diagnosis technologies and the
integration of different types of data can be further strengthened to improve the train
failure database [140];

(2) Anti-interference processing. From various tests in the fault diagnosis research, it is
obvious that the noise reduction of the complex environment and strong interference
in train operation directly affects the quality of the sensor data. Regardless of vibra-
tion or temperature research, certain processing or quantification of environmental
interference is required for the accuracy of data input. The improvement of feature
extraction methods is the key to raising the overall fault diagnosis accuracy of train
bearings;

(3) Spatio-temporal correlation analysis. In the train, especially the multi-bearing struc-
ture in the bogie, the spatial and time-dependent temperature data change phe-
nomenon is worthy of in-depth study. The potential information will affect the fault
diagnosis modeling method and contribute to the analysis of the changes in the moni-
toring data of the train operation areas and the correlation between the internal train
components. The changes of temperature data of multiple components in spatio-
temporal series may play a positive role in the analysis of the whole train driving and
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braking system, and the prediction of the life cycle of the train mechanical system will
effectively promote the maintenance work of the railway department;

(4) Big data management application. In some literature in the review, the amount of
train bearing data is already close to 100,000. With the increase in train operation time,
the continuous accumulation and expansion of rolling bearing data, comprehensively
recording fault data, and a large-scale data-parallel calculation are paramount to
raise the performance of the fault diagnosis system. For example, the Apache Spark
framework can be conducted to process large sample test data. Through centralized
and distributed programs, the computing efficiency would be greatly raised to realize
rolling bearing health detection and historical data analysis, which can accurately
evaluate the safety of different railway vehicles and conduct in-depth mining of the
relevance in the operation networks and maintenance.
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